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Animation Project 1 
One Way to Automate Engine House Doors  (25 Aug 2006) 
I’m Always playing around with animation and like to see things move.. I've made many for 
other train buffs and my self in H0 and Garden R.R's...  If this is what some of you guys like, 
I will post more types of animation on rolling stock and building later on. 
 
They’re not that hard to make or build, and power for them can be as little as an AA-Battery, or 
track powered, or even yard light transformers. Hope this is easy for you to understand by 
posting pictures as I go along. 
 
Part 1 
Fig why not show my engine house that is built on the end of my 10 foot long town, that is one 
big long box w/removable roof to store a train in. 
 
Then on here, how to make engine house doors open, at one at a time. 
 

 
 



To start off with, is to find a 10 to 24 VDC Motor with a gearbox that can have a arm attached 
to it. Something like the speed of a second hand of an elect. alarm clock is what I was looking 
for. So I choose one that had a sealed gearbox with a 24 VDC attached to it. And found by 
using a 9-volt battery it runs nice and slow and still had quite a bit of power to move a rod. 
 
Many of them can be found at yard sales or Electronic store that have bins of new and use stuff. 
Here is a picture of the Motor and gearbox with a 2-inch arm added to it. 
Then I mounted it to a 1" D x 2" w x 8" L Red wood board. 
 

 
 
Then I added a rod to gearbox about 7 inches long to a Idler bar. Then make a eye for the rod to 
slide thru. So it keep rod on the board. It is 4 inch x 1-inch piece of alum. with a three hole in it. 
One hole in the center of it with washer and screwed to board. 
 
Then found some old wire close hangers and made the rods about 14 inches long so i can bend 
them to fit the link i need to the throws I needed. I took needle noise to make a loop on end of 
wire rods so as to be able to bolt to Idler bar. I use a 3/4 L bolt with two nuts to lock them down 
but loose enough to be able to have rods move with out binding. Then put a drop of supper glue 
on (nut to bolt) so one nut won't come off. 
 
Then I masked off the motor and Sprayed the arms, gearbox and board Flat white to seal every 
thing. Should look like this. 
 



 
 
Another view. 
 

 
 
The idea is to have Idler to move freely so if one door doesn’t open at the same time and they 
won't if it arms are free to move. One door or one rod will move and the Idler will move to one 
side until there is presser, or a door is fully open, then the other arm will start moving from the 
Idler rod. What I did is put a post in the ground so the Eng. house door can only be full open, 



and not more than that.. So one door comes to a stop at post, and then Idler bar has to start 
moving the other door. I install a post at both doors so it can only open so far. Mine is open 
straight out and aligns with the track. 
 
This is how the motor/gearbox was mounted inside of my town box. Made an angle out of 
piece of Alum. to mount to inside of box. 
 

 
 
Another view. 
 

 
 



Hope this gives you an Idea for something you may want to try. Will cont. on part2.  
 
Part 2 
Here is a Picture of the doors I want to animate. 
 

 
 
Hers is how I attached the rods. I did one at a time and have to remember that the throw rod is 
only going to move less than 4 inches. Remember we installed a 2-inch bar on the gearbox. So 
when we make 180 degrees, it’s not going to move fast at end of throw. This is what is called 
the knaw or movement that is going from one movement to another. But it is not moving the 
rod. Like going over center. Hope I didn't confuse you. So our rod movement is probably only 
going to move 3.1/2 and 3.3/4 inches at the most and then seams like rod is not moving at all. 
Because the slack in the bolts and eyes. 
 
Set the gearbox/motor arm to the farthest point (in) so it will pull door closed.  
Now shut the Eng. house doors and bend one rod that comes from the idler bar. (Make sure the 
idler bar is looking like a cross off of the throw rod from the gearbox. That is the equalizer for 
both doors to open.) Now put power to the motor so the gearbox arm it turned to 180 deg. out. 
That will put the door open and you now can see the distance of the arm that moved. Now mark 
it on the door. With the door open and equal to the track form the eng. house is the throw you 
want. 
 
I drilled a hole in topside of the eng. house door, and then I use plane old bailing wire and made 
a loop for the rod to drop in to. Form the idler rod you should make a 90 deg bend, down to 
drop in eye loop. 
 

http://1stclass.mylargescale.com/noelw/Eng.%20House%20Doors/Door%205.jpg


 
 
Now I tried to see how it worked and powered the motor with a 9-volt battery. By checking the 
idler, and moving the other rod by hand to ck the cross on the idler in both directions. 
 
I also, when make the loop for the door for the rod to set in was to make the loop to stick out 
about an inch out of the door so I can bend for any adj. I need. 
 
Now do the same thing with the other door when doors are close to see where you have to bend 
the throw rod to that door and bend a 90 deg down for that loop. 
 

 
 



If you still need any small adj. but the Idler is still in the cross position, you still can move the 
gearbox/motor mounting bracket one way or the other to make sure door are closed when 
gearbox throw arm is 180 degrees in. Here is what it looks like from inside with cross idler bar 
equal. 
 

 
 
Oh, one other thing when mounting the thro rods to the doors, make sure you have enough 
clearance for all engines to pass under. I found that i have one that just clears and it’s a 
Bachmann shay that has that darn high stack on it. So had to bend the throw rods up a little and 
adj. the motor/gearbox mounting bracket on wall for the difference. OK here doors are closed. 
 

 



 
Here is right one open and left one starting to open. 
 

 
 
Another pix of it 
 

 
 
And full open. 



 

 
 
Side view, this is what I see when I'm opening it form console. 
 

 
 
When closing the door they will usually come closing together until one hit the stop on top of 
the door and then the equalizer will close the other door. 
 



Will continue with part 3.  Are we having fun yet????  
If having any problems or not understanding my poor spelling or wording sometimes. Just post 
or e-mail, being every animation has some difference installing differences. 
 
Part 3 
Well we have it installed. And now to make it work from a panel or another location..  
I chose to put a door button from Radio shack (momentary switch} on my console. 
I install two wires off of a telephone cable to it, and down thru console wire raise, then buried 
in the ground to the town building. 
 
I have two TM's to control an "A" & "B" Blocks system with a manual throttle also off of "A" 
TM. So this is an easy way to run an engine at turntable location and make ready for main line 
from console. 
 
I outlined the town and door location on the console.  
(Top center, little green button.) 
 

 
 
And location of console to town. 
 



 
 
This sure save time going around the back of the town to open the darn Eng. house doors. 
 
Ok now to power it up. Like I said, I'm using a 9-volt battery to power up mine. So I just got a 
radio shack battery plug and set it on top of the mounting bracket in the Eng. house. 
 

 
 



Then ran a tel. ph wires that you see, kind of around your house. (4 wire. also, give me two 
spare wire then to for something else.) Now by only using two the wires hooked up my 
monetary button switch at console. Now take one wire to Red/plus side of Radio shack battery 
plug, and the other, Black wire to the door motor. 
 
Other wire off of the battery plug goes to the other term on the motor. I also installed a plug on 
outside of box so I can move the town for maintenance Just like my town lights has a plug for 
them on back of building box, and all wires are under ground from there to console or yard 
lights.  
 
Well hope this help, Maybe on something you like to your engine house or maybe a building 
shop, or who knows what you would like to have a door open and closed as a set of doors to 
open one at a time. 
 
And Remember you only need one button to open and close these door do to it has a throw arm 
that make 360 degrees. Yep and if you got to far in opening it, it will start closing again and 
you have to start opening it again. But, it’s simple to operate. WE love it.  
 

 
 
Happy R. R. and like more articles let us know. Noel  


